
N. Mixed Pairs (Open Division Only)
Competition Attire:

 Men – Bodybuilding posing trunks, plain in color, standard “V” shape 
covering at least 2/3 of your buttocks

 Women – Two-piece bodybuilding suit, plain in color required for pre-
judging.  Bottoms must be “V” shaped and cover at least 2/3 of your buttocks.
Women’s suits for Finals may include printed design or added sparkle, 
rhinestones, sequins, etc.

 All suits will be checked at weigh-ins
 Jewelry is allowed during both the day and night shows.  It should be worn in

good taste and not interfere with the presentation of the competitor’s 
physique.

 Props will be allowed to be used for Finals.

 Competitors numbers are to be visible at all times and worn on the left side. 

Posing:

Quarter Turns:
Face Front –

- Facing forward, head up and smiling

- Shoulders even, chest out, do not hunch over

- Abdominal muscles should remain tight

- Arms to your sides being sure not to touch the sides

- Lats flared

- Feet together, toes facing the judges

- Do not lock knees

Quarter Turn Facing Right-
- Head and hips should be facing side stage

- Position feet together or with one slightly in front of the other

- With arms at sides and hands hanging freely, twits torso 
slightly allowing upper body to face the judges

Rear Pose – 
- Feet together



- Arms at your sides just as in front pose

- Shoulders should be lifted with lats flared wide

- Glutes should be flexed

- Competitors with long hair should brush their hair to one side 
to ensure that their back is visible to the judges. 

Quarter Turn Facing Left-
- Head and hips should be facing side stage

- Position feet together or with one slightly in front of the other

- With arms at sides and hands hanging freely, twist torso 
slightly allowing upper body to face the judges

Mandatory poses:
 Front Lat Spread

 Front Double Bicep

 Side Chest (either side at the choice of the competitor)

 Rear Lat Spread

 Rear Double Bicep

 Side Tricep (either side at the choice of the competitor)

 Abdominal and Thigh

Presentation:

Muscularity Round:
In this round competitors perform the following mandatory poses.

In this round judges are comparing competitors for the following: Muscularity - The 
shape, thickness and quality of muscle. Proportion - The balance of one muscle 
group against another. Definition - Muscle separation, definition and vascularity.  
Balance - Left side of the body compared to the right, front compared to rear.

Symmetry Round:
In this round the competitors will stand in numerical order facing the judges and 
will perform quarter turns.



Free Posing Round: (Evening Only)
Competitor's will pose to their own music for a maximum of 90 seconds and 
present a polished, entertaining routine where each athlete moves together as 
one with smooth transitions between poses.

In this round judges are looking for:

Posing Ability - a polished routine that shows each athletes physique and their 
ability to blend, flow and work together as one unit.
Presentation - Includes matching posing costumes and tans.
Physique - As outlined in the GBO criteria

Individual Round:  
During pre-judging, both competitors will be called onto stage in numerical 
order individually until the whole class is on stage.  Competitors will stand feet 
flat, heels touching, arms to their side and head facing forward.  The head judge 
will ask the competitor to perform their quarter turns first so that they are able 
to see the overall level of competition.  The quarter turns consist of facing front, 
quarter turn facing right, facing backstage and quarter turn facing left.  The head 
judge will then ask the competitors to complete a series of mandatory poses.

Comparison Rounds:  
 Once the pairs have completed their individual rounds, the head judge will call 
random pair’s numbers of their choice to line up on center stage where they will 
direct them through quarter turn comparisons as well as Mandatory poses for 
comparison.  Upon completion of the Comparison Round the Head Judge may 
call on certain pairs to return to stage in order to ensure proper judging and 
placement. 


